
 
 

 

Rowing Terminology 
 

 

 

ALIGNER   The person at the starting dock who aligns the boats evenly for a fair start.  

BACK ARM   Supports & stabilizes the pin and is mounted on top of the pin back to the 

   side of the boat.  

BACK CHOCKS   The plastic part screwed on to the slide nearest the bow.  

BLADE    Flattened or spoon shaped end of an oar; often used as the term for an oar.  

BOW    End of the boat closest to the direction of travel. See diagram. Also to be 

   used to refer to one-seat, or in conjunction with either four or pair. Bow-

   four refers to seats four through one. Bow-pair refers to seats two and one.  

BOW(MAN)   The rower in the seat nearest the bow.  

BOW BALL   The safety ball fitted to the bow of the boat.  

BOW SIDE   Same as starboard; green in colour; the side in which the rower has the oar 

   out to the left side.  

BUTTON   The plastic ridge half way up the oar that prevents the oar sliding through 

   the gate.  

CANVAS   The deck of a boat in front of the bowman, and behind the person furthest 

   the stern.  

CATCH    The part of the stroke where the blade is put in the water.  

CHECK IT   Coxswain call that makes all the rowers drag their oar blades through the 

   water perpendicularly, effectively stopping the boat.  

COCKPIT   The space in the boat for the rower/s.  



 
 

 

COURSE   A straight race course for rowers that has 6-8 lanes. The length is between 

   1500 and 2000 meters.  

COX BOX   A small electronic device which aids the coxswain by amplifying his voice, 

   and giving him a readout of various information.  

CRAB    A stroke that goes bad and can be extremely difficult to get the blade out of 

   the water.  

DRIVE    The part of the stroke when the blade is in the water, from catch to release.  

ERG    (ERGO/ERGOMETER/ERG MACHINE) - Rowing machine that most closely 

   simulates rowing in a boat.  

FEATHER   To turn the blade flat once the blade is out of the water to lessen wind  

   resistance.  

FIN    The small plate structure inserted in the hull near the stern to assist the 

   stability and course of the boat.  

FINISH (Release)  The part of the stroke where the blade is leaving the water.  

FOOTSTRETCHER  The unit that holds the shoes or clogs where the rower puts their feet.  

FRONT-LOADER  A boat where the coxswain lies in the bow.  

FRONT CHOCKS  The plastic part screwed on to the slide nearest the stern.  

GATE    The square plastic item on the pin which you put the oar into to connect the 

   oar to the rigger.  

GUNWALE   The top horizontal lengths of the boat that run along the entire cockpit on 

   each side.  

HANDLE   The part of the oar that the rower holds.  

HANDS AWAY   The term used for the action of getting the blade out of the water and  

   moving the handle away from the body until the arms are straight.  

HULL    The underside of the boat that travels through the water.  

INBOARD   The distance between the far end of the handle and the blade side of the 

   button.  

KEEL    The centre line of the hull running the length of the boat.  

KNIFING   When the blade has to little pitch and is caused to travel deep through the 

   water.  



 
 

 

LAYBACK   The amount of body lean the rower has at the finish of the stroke.  

LENGTH   The arc in which the blade moves to propel the boat through the water.  

LEG DRIVE   Term used for driving the legs against the foot stretchers on the drive.  

"LET IT RUN!"   Coxswain call for all rowers to stop rowing and to pause at the finish, letting 

   the boat glide through the water and coast to a stop. Used as a drill to build 

   balance.  

MISSING WATER  Bad technique where you aren't moving the blade through the water as  

   much as you could. Usually caused by not getting the blade in the water  

   soon enough at the catch.  

OAR    The lever which moves the boat through the water. It has a handle on one 

   end, the blade on another, with the sleeve & collar in the middle. It is held 

   together in length by the shaft.  

OFFICIAL   An official regatta race administrator that follows behind the current race in 

   a motorboat. The official makes sure all boats stay in their designated lanes.  

PIN    The pin on the end on the rigger which the gate rotates. 

PITCH   The angle of the vertical side of the gate closer the pin. When the sleeve is 

   pushed up against this side during the drive, the angle (pitch) determined 

   the blade depth in the water.  

RATE    The number of strokes per minute.  

RECOVERY   The time between strokes where the blade is traveling through the air.  

REGATTA   An organized crew race.  

RHYTHM   The ratio of the time spent with the blade in the water during the drive to 

   that of the blade during the recovery.  

RIBS   Internal structures that support the shape of the hull.  

RIG    The mechanical set-up of the boat for a particular crew eg. Spread, inboard, 

   oar length etc.  

RIGGER   The structures (usually metal) attached across the boat that have the pins 

   and gates attached to the end.  

ROWING (sweep)  Each rower using one oar only.  

RUDDER   The device used to steer a boat.  

RUN    The distance the boat travels in one stroke; the distance between puddles.  



 
 

 

SCULLING   Opposite of sweep. Sculling is rowing with two oars (an oar on each side of 

   the boat). The length of each oar is about 9 feet long  

SEAT    What the rower sits on to move up and down the slides.  

SHOULDERS   Structures that run up the gunwale where an out-rigger attaches the boat. 

   Winged rigger boats do not have shoulders.  

SKYING   Bad technique where the blade is too high off of the surface of the water at 

   the catch.  

SLEEVE    The plastic part of the oar that wraps around the shaft where the button 

   screws onto.  

SLIDES    The parallel tracks that the seat rolls on.  

STERN    The back of the boat.  

STROKE   The complete cycle of movement that moves the boat through the water. It 

   includes the catch, drive, finish and recovery.  

STROKE MAN   The rower closer the stern of the boat.  

STROKE SIDE   Same as port; red in colour; the side in which the rower has the oar out to 

   the right side.  

SHELL    Another term for a boat. Specifically, a boat used in racing.  

STROKE RATE   How fast a stroke is being taken. In terms of strokes per minute.  

SWEEP    Rowing with one oar on one side of the boat. The length of the oar is about 

   12 feet long.  

WASHING OUT   Similar to missing water except it means taking the blade out of the water 

   too soon at the finish 
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